
83,871 Kills in Guardians of the Galaxy 
 
Kills by Character 
Ronan The Accuser (Lee Pace): 83,241 
Peter Jason Quill/Star-Lord (Chris Pratt): 60 
Yondu Udonta (Michael Rooker): 28 
Groot (Played by Krystian Godlewski/Voiced by Vin Diesel): 24 
Subject: 89P13/Rocket Raccoon (Played by Sean Gunn/Voiced by Bradley 
Cooper): 23 
Drax The Destroyer (Dave Bautista): 9 
Eson The Searcher (CGI): 7 
Denarian Garthan Saal (Peter Serafinowicz): 5 
Gamora (Zoe Saldana): 4 
Horuz (Tom Proctor): 3 
Nebula (Karen Gillan): 1 
Kraglin Obfonteri (Sean Gunn): 1 
Carina (Ophelia Lovibond): 1 
 
 
Deaths by Scene 
Earth 1988: 1 
Meredith Quill dies from cancer  
 
Morag: 2 
Quill kicks the plasma sphere back at 2 Sakaarans disintegrating them  
 
The Dark Aster: 1 
Ronan crushes a Nova Corps soldiers head with his hammer  
 
The Kyln: 1 
Gamora cuts a prisoners throat with a knife  
 
Sanctuary: 1 
Ronan shoots a concussive blast from his hammer breaking The Other's neck  
 
Escaping The Kyln: 2 
Groot throws the watchtower guard off the balcony to his death  
Rocket rams the watchtower into a wall blowing up a guard  
 
"Cleanse it!": 16 
2 guards bodies are seen killed by Sakaaran's  
13 prisoners bodies are seen killed by Sakaarans  
A Sakaaran stabs a guard  
 
History of The Infinity Stones: 9 
Eson hits his staff into the ground disintegrating 7 people  
2 Cosmic Beings are disintegrated by The Power Stone  
 
"I will no longer be your slave!": 1 
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Carina touches The Power Stone causing her to explode  
 
Skirmish on Knowhere: 9 
A Necrocraft crashes into a hole blowing up a Sakaaran  
Rocket rams his Industrial Pod into a Necrocraft causing it to knock into another 
one causing them to crash and explode blowing up 2 Sakaarans 
Rocket rams his Industrial Pod through a Necrocraft blowing up a Sakaaran  
Quill rips open a Necrocraft's hull with his Industrial Pod causing a Sakaaran to 
fall out to his death  
Quill shoots down Necrocraft's with a Necrocraft blowing up 3 Sakaarans  
Gamora rams her Industrial Pod into a Necrocraft causing it to crash offscreen 
killing a Sakaaran  
 
Battle Of Xandar Part 1: 373 
Yondu shoots down Necrocraft's with his M-Ship blowing up 4 Sakaarans  
Quill shoots down Necrocraft's with The Milano blowing up 2 Sakaarans  
Yondu shoots down Necrocraft's with his M-Ship blowing up 2 Sakaarans  
Star Blasters shoot down Necrocraft's blowing up 59 Sakaarans (At least 5 kills 
for Saal) 
Quill shoots 31 Sakaarans with The Milano  
Rocket shoots down Necrocraft's with The Warbird blowing up 7 Sakaarans  
Yondu whistles his Yaka Arrow to impale 22 Sakaarans  
Necrocraft's crash themselves into the city throughout the battle blowing up 24 
Sakaarans  
Rocket shoots a Necrocraft with The Warbird blowing up a Sakaaran 
M-Ships, Star Blasters and Necrocraft's are shot down throughout the battle 
blowing up 221 Ravagers, Nova Corps Pilots and Sakaarans  
 
"Finger to the throat means death": 55 
Drax cuts down a Sakaaran with a knife  
Drax kicks a Sakaaran in the chest killing him  
Drax stabs 2 Sakaarans with knives  
Groot hits a Sakaaran in the face killing him  
Drax throws knives into 2 Sakaarans  
Groot hits a Sakaaran in the head killing him  
Groot throws a Sakaaran into a wall killing him  
Rocket shoots down Necrocraft's with The Warbird blowing up 3 Sakaarans  
Horuz shoots a Necrocraft with his M-Ship blowing up a Sakaaran  
Rocket shoots a Necrocraft with The Warbird in the background blowing up a 
Sakaaran 
Kraglin shoots a Necrocraft with his M-Ship blowing up a Sakaaran  
Rocket shoots a Necrocraft with The Warbird in the background blowing up a 
Sakaaran 
Horuz shoots a Necrocraft with his M-Ship in the background blowing up a 
Sakaaran  
Groot throws a Sakaaran into a wall killing him  
Groot kicks a Sakaaran into a Sakaaran killing them both  
Star-Lord shoots 2 Sakaarans  
Star-Lord burns 2 Sakaarans in their chests with his jet boots  
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Star-Lord shoots 13 Sakaarans  
Drax rips out a cybernetic part from Korath The Pursuer's head with his bare 
hand killing him  
Groot impales 6 Sakaarans with his arm  
Groot crushes 11 Sakaarans against a wall with his arm  
 
Battle Of Xandar Part II: 83,399 
Rocket shoots a Necrocraft with The Warbird in the background blowing up a 
Sakaaran  
Horuz shoots a Necrocraft with his M-Ship in the background blowing up a 
Sakaaran  
A Necrocraft crashes into an M-Ship blowing up Horuz, a Ravager and a Sakaaran  
Ronan shoots an energy blast from his hammer at the Star Blasters energy 
barrier blowing up Denarian Saal and 83,238 Nova Corps Pilots  
3 Sakaarans bodies are seen  
Star-Lord shoots 3 Sakaarans  
Nebula throws a Ravager out of his M-Ship to his death  
Gamora shoots a Sakaaran  
Drax cuts down a Sakaaran with a knife 
Rocket crashes The Warbird into The Dark Aster killing 4 Exolon Monks  
Necrocraft's crash themselves into the city throughout the battle blowing up 28 
Sakaarans  
M-Ships and Necrocraft's are shot down throughout the battle blowing up 114 
Ravagers and Sakaarans  
 
"we’re the Guardians Of The Galaxy": 1 
Quill, Gamora, Drax and Rocket absorb The Power Stone's energy then Quill 
shoots the energy from his hand at Ronan The Accuser causing him to explode  
 
The Final Tally= 83,871 
 
 
Unconfirmed And Uncounted 
Ronan says that the Xandarians killed his father and other Kree fathers but their 
deaths are never shown  
It is said that Ronan has murdered many people but none of it is shown 
It is said that Drax has killed many of Ronan's minions but none of it is shown  
Drax says that Ronan murdered his wife Ovette and his daughter Camaria but it 
is never shown  
The Sakaarans probably killed Moloka Dar and every prisoner and guard in The 
Kyln but its never shown  
Some Orlonis (rat-like animals) are eaten by a F'Saki (reptile). These are not 
counted as they are not humanoid or characters. 
Gamora says that Thanos killed her family but it is never shown  
When Carina touches the power stone it sets off a massive explosion although 
nobody else seems to be killed by the explosion  
Groot is smashed to pieces but he doesn't die as he is alive as a small stick at the 
end.  
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83,238 Nova Corps Pilots!!! 
 
Yes, 83,238 pilots die on-screen. It happens in the latter part of the film as the 
fence they form, to stop the main villains ship from landing, explodes. 
 
It qualifies, where others do not, because: 

1. We can see that each ship contains only one person. That means that we 
can count each ship exploding as a death as we know exactly how many 
people died in that ship’s explosion: 

 

 

 
2. We know that all the ships explode and are destroyed: 
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3. Using the shots of the ships exploding, and shots before, we can (very 
slowly and rather painstakingly) count up all the ships to get to our final 
total: 
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Need more convincing? There’s a blow-by-blow video, made by All Outta 
Bubblegum, here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QM5kBv4p140 
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